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ABSTRACT The behavior of biological systems is determined by the properties of their component molecules, but the interactions are usually too complex to understand fully how molecular behavior generates cellular behavior. Ca2þ signaling by
inositol trisphosphate receptors (IP3R) offers an opportunity to understand this relationship because the cellular behavior is
defined largely by Ca2þ-mediated interactions between IP3R. Ca2þ released by a cluster of IP3R (giving a local Ca2þ puff)
diffuses and ignites the behavior of neighboring clusters (to give repetitive global Ca2þ spikes). We use total internal reflection
fluorescence microscopy of two mammalian cell lines to define the temporal relationships between Ca2þ puffs (interpuff intervals, IPI) and Ca2þ spikes (interspike intervals) evoked by flash photolysis of caged IP3. We find that IPI are much shorter
than interspike intervals, that puff activity is stochastic with a recovery time that is much shorter than the refractory period of
the cell, and that IPI are not periodic. We conclude that Ca2þ spikes do not arise from oscillatory dynamics of IP3R clusters,
but that repetitive Ca2þ spiking with its longer timescales is an emergent property of the dynamics of the whole cluster array.

INTRODUCTION
Cellular behavior arises from dynamic interactions between
molecules, which generate oscillatory responses, bistability
(the ability to switch between two distinct stationary
states) or other types of behavior. Examples include repetitive membrane potential spikes in neurons (1), glycolytic
oscillations in yeast (2), and bistability of cytokine signaling in T lymphocytes (3) or in the cytosolic and mitochondrial Ca2þ concentration in Xenopus oocytes (4).
However, the timescales of the cellular behaviors are usually very different from those of the individual molecules
that underlie them; ion channels, enzymes, and receptors,
for example. Although molecular and cellular behaviors
are often individually well characterized, we know little
about how one generates the other. Does cell behavior arise
at the level of protein complexes or only at the cellular
level? How are molecular dynamics coordinated across
a cell?
Intracellular Ca2þ signaling by inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate receptors (IP3R) is particularly interesting in this
respect because the cellular behavior is defined largely by
Ca2þ-mediated interactions between IP3R. IP3R are intracellular Ca2þ channels that are expressed in the membranes of the endoplasmic reticulum (ER). Their opening
in response to IP3 and Ca2þ allows Ca2þ to flow rapidly
from the ER into the cytosol (5–8). Clusters of up to about
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15 IP3R are scattered across the ER membrane with
distances of 1–7 mm separating the clusters (9,10). Ca2þ
diffusion is expected to allow much stronger coupling
between IP3R within a cluster than over the much longer
distances between clusters (11). Fluorescence imaging and
simulations reveal a hierarchy of Ca2þ release events (12–
18). Openings of single IP3R (blips) may trigger collective
openings of IP3R within a cluster (puffs) by Ca2þ-induced
Ca2þ release. Ca2þ diffusing from a puff site can then activate neighboring clusters, eventually leading to a global
Ca2þ spike (13). Repetitive sequences of these Ca2þ spikes
encode information used to regulate many processes in
diverse cells (19–21). The functional hierarchy of individual
IP3R, clusters of IP3R, and cluster arrays (22), makes IP3Rmediated Ca2þ signaling well suited to analyses of how
cellular behavior emerges from the behavior of individual
molecules.
Several independent studies have recently shown that
repetitive IP3-evoked global Ca2þ spikes do not behave as
regular oscillators, but instead the sequence of interspike
intervals (ISI) is stochastic. This was found with astrocytes,
microglia, human embryonic kidney (HEK) cells, and processed lipoaspirate cells (23). ISI sequences have not been
analyzed with respect to stochasticity in Xenopus oocytes,
but large variations are also seen in these cells (24). Similarly, hepatocytes exhibit irregular spike sequences, with
a degree of irregularity that depends on the specific agonist
stimulation (25–29). Mathematical modeling shows that
these stochastic dynamics allow for the full range of observed Ca2þ signals and do not limit their ability to transmit
information reliably (16,30–33). A detailed characterization
of the distribution of ISI from several cell types (23) established that there was a refractory period immediately after
each Ca2þ spike (10–60 s, depending on the cell type),
doi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2011.10.030
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and thereafter spikes occurred randomly. The lower the
probability of a spike occurring (as would occur with lesser
stimulus intensities), the longer are the average and standard
deviation of the ISI sequence. Strong stimulation leads to
almost regular spiking with the minimal ISI, because under
these conditions the probability of a spike initiating is so
high that a spike occurs as soon as the refractory period
elapses (23).
Intracellular Ca2þ dynamics are often perceived as a
reaction-diffusion system (1,6,34,35). In such a system,
the local dynamics result from chemical reactions, and
spatial coupling is mediated by diffusion of the reactants.
For IP3R-evoked Ca2þ signals, the local dynamics are the
opening and closing of IP3R within clusters, the local
Ca2þ release, and feedback of the local increase in [Ca2þ]
to IP3R state dynamics. Spatial coupling is provided by
the diffusion of cytosolic free Ca2þ and its modulation by
buffers. According to the theory of reaction-diffusion systems (1,36), the local dynamics set the dynamic regime—
oscillatory or stationary—and these local dynamics have
timescales similar to those of the global dynamics. The
minimal ISI would then correspond to the sum of the refractory period and the duration of Ca2þ release from an
individual IP3R cluster. A specific prediction of this reaction-diffusion-based theory is that the timescales of Ca2þ
signaling at the level of an IP3R cluster (Ca2þ puff, local
dynamics) and at the level of the entire cell (Ca2þ spike,
global dynamics) should be very similar.
To determine whether the relation between cellular Ca2þ
signals and cluster behavior is described by a reactiondiffusion system, we investigate experimentally whether
the local dynamics of IP3-induced Ca2þ release exhibit
oscillatory behavior on timescales comparable to those of
the global dynamics. We characterized the global dynamics
by analyzing ISI (23), and characterize the local dynamics
by measuring distributions of interpuff intervals (IPI) for
each puff site. These measurements used lengthy recordings from cells loaded with the slow Ca2þ buffer, EGTA,
which suppresses recruitment of one cluster by another
by restricting diffusion of free Ca2þ, but it minimally
affects dynamics within a cluster (9,37). Although IPI distributions have been analyzed previously, those studies
were specifically concerned with the overall frequency of
puffs between Ca2þ spikes; they therefore neither eliminated the effects of global Ca2þ spikes on local events
nor did they identify the frequency of puffs at individual
puff sites (12,24). Here, we examine the local dynamics
of each Ca2þ puff site unperturbed by global Ca2þ spikes.
We find that the dynamics of IP3R clusters do not exhibit
the long timescales of the global dynamics, and that
neither IPI distributions nor IPI correlations show oscillatory behavior. We conclude that the timescales and repeated spike generation of cellular Ca2þ signaling are
caused by processes that emerge only at the level of the
entire cell.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cell culture and preparation of cells for imaging
Human neuroblastoma SH-SY5Y cells were cultured as described (37) in
a mixture (1:1) of Ham’s F12 medium and Eagle’s minimal essential
medium, supplemented with fetal calf serum (10%, v/v) and nonessential
amino acids (1%, v/v). Cells were incubated at 37 C in a humidified
incubator gassed with 95% air and 5% CO2, passaged every 7 days,
and used for up to 20 passages. Four days before imaging, cells were
harvested in phosphate-buffered saline without Ca2þ or Mg2þ, and added
to petri dishes with glass coverslips as the base (MatTek, Ashland,
MA) at a density of 3  104 cells/ml. HEK 293 cells were cultured in
Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium/Ham’s F-12, supplemented with
L-glutamine (2 mM) and fetal calf serum (10%, v/v). HEK 293 cells
were grown in a humidified atmosphere containing 95% air and 5%
CO2 at 37 C, and passaged every third day. Two days before imaging
cells were harvested and seeded (~2  105 cells/well) into 35-mm
(7-mm insert) glass-bottomed dishes (MatTek) precoated with 0.01%
poly-L-lysine.
Cells were loaded with membrane-permeant esters of EGTA, Fluo-4,
and ci-IP3 by incubation in Hepes-buffered saline (HBS), the composition of which differed slightly for the two cell lines (solely because
the different cells were used in different laboratories). HBS had the following composition (mM) for SH-SY5Y cells: NaCl 135, KCl 5,
MgMg2 1.2, CaCl2 2.5, Hepes 5, glucose 10, pH 7.4; and for HEK
293 cells: NaCl 135, KCl 5.9, MgCl2 1.2, CaCl2 1.5, Hepes 11.6, glucose 11.5, pH 7.4. Cells were first loaded in HBS containing ciIP3-PM
(1 mM, SiChem, Bremen, Germany) at 20 C for 45 min, and then
with ciIP3-PM (1 mM) and Fluo-4-AM (2 mM and 5 mM for HEK
293 and SH-SY5Y cells, respectively; Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) for
45 min, and finally with HBS containing EGTA-AM for 45 min (1–5 mM,
Invitrogen).

Total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF)
microscopy
In SH-SY5Y cells, imaging of changes in intracellular free Ca2þ concentration ([Ca2þ]i) used a home-built TIRF microscope system based on an
Olympus (Tokyo, Japan) IX 70 microscope with a 60 TIRF objective
(NA, 1.45) (37). Fluo-4 fluorescence was excited at 488 nm, and images
of emitted fluorescence (l > 510 nm) were captured at a resolution of
128  128 pixels (1 pixel ¼ 0.33 mm) at 500 frames/s using a Cascade
128 EMCCD camera (Roper Scientific, Tucson, AZ). Photolysis of ciIP3
was evoked by flashes of ultraviolet light (350–400 nm) from a fiber optic
arc lamp adjusted to uniformly irradiate a region slightly larger than the
imaging frame. Each imaging field was exposed to only a single flash.
We note that photolysis of ciIP3 does not release IP3 itself, but a more metabolically stable analog (iIP3) in which the 2- and 3-OH groups of IP3 are
linked by an isopropylidene group (38).
The TIRF microscopy methods were similar for HEK 293 cells, using an
Olympus IX81 microscope and TIRF objective (60; NA, 1.45) and
Andor (South Windsor, CT) iXon 860 camera (128  128 pixels,
1 pixel ¼ 0.33 mm, 100 frames/s) for imaging, and a JML-C2 Xe flash
lamp (~3 mF, ~1 ms; Rapp OptoElectronic, Hamburg, Germany) for flash
photolysis. After subtraction of background fluorescence, the fluorescence
intensity within a defined circular region of interest (ROI, diameter ~1 mm)
was expressed as F/Fo, where F is the fluorescence intensity at time, t; and
Fo is the average fluorescence intensity from the same ROI collected
from ~10 frames immediately before flash photolysis.

Statistical analysis
Long, stationary traces that were not too noisy were selected for analysis.
For statistical analysis, data were normalized using a running average
Biophysical Journal 101(11) 2638–2644
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FIGURE 1 Ca puffs evoked by flash photolysis of ci-IP3 and recorded
by TIRF microscopy. (A) TIRF microscopy of Ca2þ puffs in HEK 293 cells.
Grayscale images show single image frames (10 ms exposure time) of
Fluo-4 fluorescence captured ~52 s and ~62 s after photo release of ci-IP3.
White circles mark puffs (short-lived bright spots), and are 5 mm2 and larger
than the ROI used for statistical analysis. The size of the scale bar is 10 mm.
For similar images of puffs in SH-SY5Y cells see (9). (B) Time evolution
of the puff marked by the white square in A, the time between the images
is 10 ms (sequential frames). (C and D) Fluorescence changes in respectively
an SH-SY5Y cell and a HEK 293 cell, monitored from ROI that include
a single puff site and expressed as percentages of the basal fluorescence
intensities. Arrows indicate times of stimulation by flash photolysis.
(E and F) Respective IPI derived from the recordings in C and D.

to remove baseline drift (23) (Fig. 1 shows raw data). Puffs were defined
as increases in fluorescence intensity that exceeded the baseline by
R10%. The histograms shown in Fig. 2 were derived by setting the
number of bins to the square root of the number of IPI in the sequence.
Equation 1 (see below) was then fitted to the histogram. Histograms and
nonlinear fits to probability distributions were computed with the software
package MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick, MA). Average (Tav) and standard deviation (s) of IPI were calculated directly from the IPI sequences.
Slope m and intercept x0 of s-Tav relations were obtained by linear fitting to
the curve m(x – x0).

Probability distributions for interpuff intervals
We describe the distribution of IPI p(t) by an ansatz taking refractoriness
after a puff into account. The probability l for a puff is 0 immediately after
a puff has occurred, and then recovers to an asymptotic value l0 with the
recovery rate x:

lðtÞ ¼ l0 ð1  expðxtÞÞ

 Z t
(1)



 0
xt
xt0
0pðtÞ ¼ l0 1  e exp  l0 1  e
dt ;
0
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FIGURE 2 IPI distributions establish that local dynamics do not
generate the dynamics of Ca2þ spikes. (A–D) Histograms were constructed
from recordings of individual puff sites similar to those shown in Fig. 1 in
which the number of bins was set to the square root of the number of IPI
(13–100) in the sequence. Full lines are fits to an exponential distribution
with a time-dependent rate (Eq. 1). The dashed lines in C and D are fits to
the exponential distribution (Eq. 2) and indicate that in these puff sites, the
distributions are well described by an exponential function with the
probability of initiating a puff being constant throughout the IPI (Eq. 2).
(E and F) Fitting each of the histograms (35 for SH-SY5Y cells and 41
for HEK 293 cells) to Eq. 1 shows the variability between puff sites.
For some sites (5 in SH-SY5Y and 7 in HEK 293 cells), the ratio x/l0
is so large that the distributions are well described by Eq. 2. For the other
sites, x is smaller and there is a pronounced maximum for IPI of the same
order of magnitude as the average IPI Tav. (G and H) Both Tav and 1/x are
much smaller than ISI (typically 10–100 s and 20–100 s in SH-SY5Y and
HEK 293 cells, respectively; see text for further details).

where the integral can be evaluated to obtain an analytical formula.
The puff-rate, l0, is a measure of the typical IPI, similar to the reciprocal of Tav. We obtain excellent fits of the measured IPI distributions
to Eq. 1 by choosing l0 ¼ 1/Tav and determining the value of x from nonlinear fitting. For x >> l0, Eq. 1 is reduced to the exponential
distribution,

pðtÞ ¼ l0 el0 t ;

(2)

which is the waiting-time distribution of the Poisson process, and has a
coefficient of variation (CV ¼ standard deviation/mean) of 1.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
2D

Local dynamics of Ca puffs do not define
the dynamics of Ca2D spikes
The autonomous activity of individual Ca2þ puff sites
can be measured by inhibiting global Ca2þ dynamics with
EGTA and by imaging local Ca2þ events by TIRF microscopy (37). Although this technique only resolves Ca2þ puffs
that occur near the plasma membrane, most puff sites are
located adjacent to the plasma membrane in SH-SY5Y cells
(37), and our objective was to study IPI rather than the numbers and distribution of cellular puff sites. Fig. 1, A and B,
show representative images of puffs in HEK 293 cells,
and similar TIRF images of puffs in SH-SY5Y cells are presented in (9). An ROI (diameter ~1 mm) was retrospectively
defined to include a single puff site, and the frequency of
puffs within this ROI was then analyzed. Typical records
of puffs arising in an SH-SY5Y cell and a HEK 293 cell
are shown in Fig. 1. We typically observed 4–5 puff sites
within SH-SY5Y cells (9,37) and a single site in HEK 293
cells. We analyzed 35 traces from SH-SY5Y cells and 41
traces from HEK 293 cells, with 13–100 puffs in each trace.
To obtain long puff sequences for statistical analysis while
minimizing rundown of puff amplitudes, we used weak
flashes to photo release iIP3. This was achieved by varying
the duration of the flash (50–100 ms) for recordings from
SH-SY5Y cells (Fig. 1 C) (37) and the intensity of a very
brief flash (~1 ms) for HEK 293 cells (Fig. 1 D). Without
EGTA, global spikes are induced even at weak stimulation,
due to diffusive coupling of puff sites (22,37). It would
require impracticably long time series to show that EGTA
completely uncouples puff sites, but it is clear from the
results that the treatment is sufficient to eliminate Ca2þ
spiking and cellular timescales from puff site behavior.
From the IPI sequences (Fig. 1, E and F), we first
computed histograms of the IPI measured at each individual
puff site (Fig. 2, A–D). Most of the histograms show an
initial increase of the IPI distribution. That is compatible
with recovery from a negative feedback occurring during
the puff. Recovery from such an inhibition can be described
by a process with a time-dependent probability per time
unit for occurrence of a puff l: l(t) ¼ l0(1-exp(xt)) (see
Methods Eq. 1). The parameter x is the rate of recovery
from negative feedback: x ¼ 0 means infinitely slow recovery; whereas for large x, the Poisson process with constant l is approached.
The shape of the distributions, fitted to Eq. 1, shows
considerable variability between puff sites of the same cell
type (compare Fig. 2, A and C, and Fig. 2, B and D). For
some sites, the ratio x/l0 is so large (i.e., recovery from inhibition is so rapid) that the distributions are well fit by exponential distributions (Eq. 2) (Fig. 2, C–F). In these cases, the
probability of a puff occurring is constant and unaffected by
the preceding puff. But for many puff sites, x is smaller (i.e.,
recovery from global negative feedback is slow). These
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distributions have a lesser probability of a puff occurring
immediately after a preceding puff, and a pronounced
maximal probability at an IPI of the same order of magnitude as Tav (Fig. 2, A and B). This behavior is consistent
with earlier measurements of Ca2þ puffs in Xenopus oocytes
(12) and with model simulations (39,40). Fig. 2, G and H,
illustrate the considerable variability in x-values between
puff sites within each cell type.
Measured IPI are well fit by Eq. 1 (Fig. 2, A–D), with
each IPI distribution invariably having only one maximum.
Oscillatory behavior would provide a multimodal distribution with maxima at the period and multiples of it (41).
We have not observed such multimodal distributions and
conclude that for periods in the range of the average IPI,
there is no periodicity in the IPI sequences.
In reaction-diffusion systems, the global period (ISI in
our analyses) is set by the timescale of the local dynamics
(i.e., the timescale of recovery from a puff). However,
IPI distributions have maxima at <5 s for SH-SY5Y cells
(Fig. 2, A and C), and <1 s for HEK 293 cells (Fig. 2, B
and D), and recovery times (1/x) are shorter than 3 s in
both cell types (Fig. 2, G and H). Average IPI in SHSY5Y cells (<5 s) are considerably shorter than average
ISI (~100 s) after submaximal stimulation with carbachol
to evoke formation of IP3 (42). Even when the stimulation intensity is increased, average IPI (~2 s) remain
shorter than ISI (10–20 s) (37). Furthermore, in HEK
293 cells ISI evoked by carbachol (>20 s) (23) are
much longer than the IPI reported here. Likewise with
Xenopus oocytes, IPI are shorter than ISI (24). We conclude that in each of these three systems, Xenopus oocytes,
SH-SY5Y cells, and HEK 293 cells, the period of the
Ca2þ spikes (ISI) is not set by the local dynamics of
Ca2þ puffs (IPI).
The s-Tav relation confirms the ansatz for the form
of the IPI distribution
The relationship between the average (Tav) and standard
deviation (s) of the IPI can be obtained directly from
the data. We use these data to check whether our ansatz
(Eq. 1) for the IPI distribution is in agreement with experimental results. For both SH-SY5Y and HEK 293 cells, the
s-Tav relation is linear, with slopes <1 and intercepts on
the Tav axis close to zero (Fig. 3, A and B). The intercept
represents an absolute refractory period. The slope may be
interpreted as a population-averaged coefficient of variation
(CV ¼ s/Tav), which is a measure of noise in the underlying
stochastic process. CV ¼ 1 indicates a Poisson process,
which has maximal noise, whereas CV ¼ 0 would be a
completely deterministic process (43). Our analysis indicates a stochastic process with no absolute refractory period,
but with recovery processes that reduce the CV compared to
a pure Poisson process. This conclusion concurs with our
ansatz for the IPI distribution (Eq. 1) and with the values
Biophysical Journal 101(11) 2638–2644
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FIGURE 3 Relation of standard deviation (s) and average (Tav) of IPI is
linear with 0 s intercept and slope smaller than one. (A and B) From IPI
sequences similar to those shown in Fig. 1, s and Tav were calculated.
Dashed lines mark the identity function, and solid lines are linear fits
with the indicated slope. Each point is from a single puff site in either
a SH-SY5Y cell (A) or a HEK 293 cell (B). The intercepts with the Tav
axis are 0.26 s (A) and 0.11 s (B). (C) Fluorescence at a single puff site
in a SH-SY5Y cell was recorded during stimulation with two successive
ultraviolet-flashes at the indicated times and with the indicated flash durations. Because the basal fluorescence intensity increased after the second
stimulus, running averages were subtracted for statistical analysis (see
Methods). (D) Individual s-Tav relation from the data shown in C, which
provides two data points with s and Tav for the puff site.

of the recovery rates obtained by fitting of single IPI distributions (see Fig. 2).
Hitherto, s-Tav relationships have been derived from
comparison of different puff sites, each providing a single
s and Tav (Fig. 3, A and B). To allow the relationship to
be analyzed for a single puff site, SH-SY5Y cells were
successively stimulated with flashes of increasing intensity
and the puff sequences were recorded from the same site
after each stimulus (Fig. 3 C). Two values of s and Tav
from these sequences are sufficient to determine a linear
relation, yielding the relationship for an individual puff
site (Fig. 3 D). From seven independent experiments, the
average slope of single-site s-Tav relations was 0.49 5
0.14, shallower than that of the population relationship
(0.68, see Fig. 3 A), and the average intercept was –0.11 s 5
0.73 s. In both the population and the single-site analyses, the intercepts were almost 0 s, and the slopes <1, indicating recovery processes without an absolute refractory
period.
For IP3-evoked Ca2þ signals, the s-Tav relationship for
ISI from individual cells is very similar to that for the population (23). The present analysis of IPI shows that this is
not the case for local puff sites. This is consistent with
heterogeneity in the recovery process among puff sites
(see Fig. 2). The similarity of individual and population
s-Tav relations for ISI (33,44) is therefore a property of
the collective behavior of many puff sites.
Biophysical Journal 101(11) 2638–2644

IPI sequences are not periodic
Another test for the regularity of oscillations is by analysis
of correlations between successive events. If puff sequences
were to represent noisy oscillations with a period (ISI) of
several average IPI, the points in a plot of the nth versus
the (n þ 1)th IPI (called return map) would lie only around
the periphery of a closed curve (being an ellipse in case of
sinusoidal oscillations) but not in the center of the area
bound by the curve: A pure periodic process moves on a
closed trajectory in a plain spanned by any pair of its
dynamic variables, because it repeats its trajectory again
and again. This applies also when we choose the nth and
(nþ1)th IPI as these dynamic variables (Fig. 4, A and B).
For given amplitude of the IPI changes during one period,
the larger the number of IPI per period, the smaller is the
difference between successive IPI. Hence, the larger the
number of IPI per period, the more similar is the closed
trajectory to the line IPI(n) ¼ IPI(nþ1) (Fig. 4, A and B).
We performed such an analysis for all traces containing
more than 40 (SH-SY5Y, n ¼ 4) or 60 (HEK, n ¼ 4) successive puffs. Fig. 4, C and D, show typical examples: the
pattern is clearly not a regular ellipse. Other methods to
test for periodicity, including time correlation or Fourier
transform, are not applicable here because they require
much longer sequences to give meaningful results (45,46).
However, our combination of s-Tav relations, IPI
A

C

B

D

FIGURE 4 Successive IPI are uncorrelated. (A and B) Return plot for the
pure periodic process f ¼ Asin(2pn/N) þ B, where A ¼ 1 is the amplitude,
B ¼ 1 shifts the process to positive values, n indexes the IPI, and N is the
ratio of ISI and IPI: N ¼ 5.1 (A), 100.1 (B). In this periodic process, the relation of the nth versus the (n þ 1)th IPI resembles an ellipse, and the width
depends on N. (C and D) Return maps of typical puff sites in a SH-SY5Y
cell (C) and a HEK 293 cell (D). IPI have been normalized to the average
IPI of the site. The obvious lack of an elliptical relationship suggests that
there is no periodic relationship between IPI.
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distributions, and return maps provide strong support for the
conclusion that Ca2þ puffs are not periodic and have
recovery times that are much faster than global Ca2þ spikes.
CONCLUSION
After our discovery that Ca2þ spikes emerge from the interaction of clusters of IP3R in a stochastic way (23), we sought
to quantify the relationships between puff dynamics and
global sequences of Ca2þ spikes. We recorded sequences
of Ca2þ puffs free of global dynamics by using EGTA to
reduce Ca2þ-mediated coupling between puff sites (9,37)
(see below). We show that puff dynamics are governed by
a stochastic process with average IPI that are much shorter
than cellular ISI. Furthermore, puff sites are subject to
refractoriness, which does not result in an absolute refractory period but generates a maximum in the IPI distribution
(Fig. 2, A–D). Recovery from refractoriness is heterogeneous between puff sites in both SH-SY5Y and HEK 293
cells (Fig. 2, E–H). Some sites recover much faster than
the average IPI and so exhibit IPI distributions that are well
approximated by an exponential function (Fig. 2, C and D).
For other sites, the timescale of recovery is comparable to
the average IPI. The heterogeneity of puff sites does not
interfere with the ability of cellular Ca2þ spike sequences
to transmit information, as we have shown recently on theoretical grounds (33).
We found no evidence for oscillatory dynamics of individual puff sites with a period in the range of the average
IPI. We show that IPI exhibit short-lived refractory periods,
and that average IPI are briefer than cellular ISI. These
conclusions agree with earlier results of population-averaged IPI distributions (12,24). However, our high-resolution
statistical analyses of IPI at individual sites exclude the
possibility that maxima in IPI distributions were lost due
to averaging in earlier studies. We found no evidence that
the dynamics of puff sites operate on timescales similar to
ISI, and therefore no support for an oscillatory regime of
the local IP3-induced Ca2þ release dynamics. This agrees
with our conclusion from analysis of Ca2þ spike sequences
that intracellular Ca2þ dynamics are not generated by a
deterministic oscillator (23). Those results were predicted
from simulations of local cytosolic [Ca2þ] and a channel
state model in which the sensitivity of channel dynamics to
Ca2þ feedback was in the range of measured values (11,17).
Channel cluster dynamics are nonoscillatory (except in very
small unphysiological parameter ranges), because local
Ca2þ concentrations saturate feedback (17). Our study here
provides direct support for those predictions from analysis
of the dynamics of single puff sites.
If Ca2þ oscillations do not arise from local oscillatory
dynamics, how can we explain the emergence of the timescale of Ca2þ spikes at the cellular level? The cellular
timescale arises from global feedbacks and the wave-like
character of global Ca2þ spikes. A global spike occurs
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when a puff initiates a Ca2þ wave that spreads through the
cell, and because this nucleation event is less likely than
the occurrence of a puff, cellular timescales (ISI) are longer
than average IPI (23). This also explains why small additions of Ca2þ buffer, which weakens the spatial coupling
of puff sites by Ca2þ diffusion, dramatically increase the
average ISI and the standard deviation (23,31). Recovery
from global negative feedback (such as depletion of Ca2þ
from the ER) and/or (slow) positive feedback (such as accumulation of pacemaker Ca2þ) (24), slowly increase the wave
nucleation probability after a Ca2þ spike. Such global feedback determines the average ISI. Regular oscillations arise
when the probability of initiating a Ca2þ spike rises quickly
after a refractory period (23,44). This might occur if there
was cooperativity in the negative feedback, for example
(47) or if an oscillating system drove intracellular Ca2þ
release (48).
Many mathematical models assume local oscillatory
dynamics (6,49), but this is inconsistent with our experimental results. These models typically assume that the ISI
is determined by recovery from refractoriness of the puff
site, but this leads to either unrealistically long recovery
times or ISI that are too short. A recent modeling study
(33) using IPI distributions similar to those presented here
and measured puff duration distributions showed that the
wave nucleation mechanism described previously is sufficient to generate the cellular timescale. Global feedbacks
explain the variety of ISI distributions observed in different cells and they determine the information content of
Ca2þ signals (33,48). The ISI distributions generated by
this model are simple in that they are characterized by only
two or three parameters. That simplicity allows the system
to transmit information robustly (33) because it guarantees
convergence of the many pathways controlling Ca2þ signals
onto only two control parameters. IPI distributions presented
here are also simple: they are characterized by the recovery
rate x and the asymptotic puff probability l0 (Eq. 1). However, we did not find a conserved and robust variable or function as the slope of the s-Tav relation in cellular signals.
Waves of release cause global Ca2þ concentration spikes
during IP3-induced Ca2þ signaling (13,14), but it was not
hitherto known whether the waves cause the dynamics on
the timescale of the ISI or merely synchronize clusters
oscillating on that timescale. We have now shown that waves
cause the spike timescale. IP3-induced Ca2þ signaling is
a hierarchical system where each structural level has its
own timescale due to its specific spatial organization of the
release channels.
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